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Abstract 
One of the key challenges that organizations face when trying to integrate knowledge across 
different functions is the need to overcome knowledge boundaries between team members. In 
cross-functional teams these boundaries, associated with different knowledge backgrounds of 
people from various disciplines, create communication problems, necessitating team 
members to engage in complex cognitive processes when integrating knowledge towards a 
joint outcome. This research investigates the impact of syntactic, semantic and pragmatic 
knowledge boundaries on a team’s ability to develop a Transactive Memory System (TMS) - 
a collective memory system for knowledge coordination in groups. Results from our survey 
show that syntactic and pragmatic knowledge boundaries negatively affect TMS 
development. These findings extend TMS theory beyond the information processing view, 
which treats knowledge as an object that can be stored and retrieved, with the interpretive and 
practice-based views of knowledge, which recognize that knowledge (in particular 
specialized knowledge) is localized, situated and embedded in practice. 
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Are We on the Same Page? Knowledge Boundaries and Transactive Memory System 
Development in Cross-functional Teams 
 
Cross-functional or multidisciplinary teams, in which representatives from different 
knowledge domains work together to accomplish a joint task, face challenges in balancing 
knowledge differentiation and integration as they work to achieve a joint outcome (Liao, 
Jimmieson, O’Brien, & Restubog, 2012; Majchrzak, More, & Faraj, 2012; Oborn & Dawson, 
2010). Differences in perceptions, practices and representations associated with knowledge 
specialization create communication problems in cross-functional teams, necessitating team 
members to engage in complex cognitive processes when integrating knowledge from 
different domains.  
Cognitive processes in teams have been studied in depth through the lens of  
Transactive Memory System (TMS) theory. A TMS is a collective memory system, 
consisting of the combination of individual memory systems and communications between 
individuals, enabling the shared division of cognitive labor to encode, store and retrieve 
knowledge from different but complementary domains of expertise in collective tasks (Liang, 
Moreland, & Argote, 1995; Wegner, 1986; Wegner, 1995; Wegner, Erber, & Raymond, 
1991; Wegner, Guiliano, & Hertel, 1985). On the one hand, specialization (leading to 
differentiated knowledge) is considered a key characteristic of TMS; on the other hand, some 
common knowledge is required to coordinate this differentiated knowledge in order for a 
TMS to be efficient (Lewis, 2003; Lewis & Herndon, 2011; Ren & Argote, 2011). However, 
while it is argued that the usefulness of a TMS depends on both the shared understanding of 
“who knows what” and the degree to which knowledge is differentiated (Lewis & Herndon, 
2011 p. 1256), it is not clear what the “right” balance between the two is. As Lewis (2003 
p.602) puts it, “What we do not know is how much knowledge must be overlapping, and how 
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much specialization is too much”. We believe that this inherent tension in TMS theory 
warrants a closer look at the nature of the knowledge involved. This tension between shared 
and differentiated knowledge is especially manifested in cross-functional teams, due to the 
high degree of knowledge differentiation resulting from the differences in knowledge 
domains in these teams1.  
In this paper we aim to unravel this tension by linking TMS theory to Carlile’s (2002, 
2004) theory of Knowledge Boundaries. Carlile distinguishes three knowledge boundaries 
that can emerge at the boundaries between practices associated with different professional 
disciplines: (1) syntactic boundaries, resulting from differences in vocabulary and lexicon, (2) 
semantic boundaries, caused by different interpretations across different practices and (3) 
pragmatic boundaries, related to differences in interests that question key assumptions 
inherent to a particular practice. These boundaries create obstacles for communication, and 
impede knowledge integration between members of cross-functional teams (Carlile, 2004; 
Liao et al., 2012). Effectiveness of knowledge sharing in such teams to a great extent relies 
on the existence of a common knowledge that individuals from different professional 
communities use to share and access each other’s domain-specific knowledge (Carlile, 2004).  
TMS research has primarily been grounded in the information processing view 
(Galbraith, 1973; Lawrence & Lorsch, 1967) which treats knowledge as an object that can be 
stored and retrieved (Liao et al., 2012). In this view, team members are considered as 
information processors who encode and store information about “who knows what” in the 
team (Liao et al., 2012; Wegner, 1986), and use this information to retrieve relevant 
specialized knowledge in a similar manner to computers “downloading” information from a 
database, as described by Wegner (1995) using the computer network metaphor. A few recent 
TMS studies recognized that TMS is not simply a cognitive exercise of processing 
information, but a social cognitive phenomenon where the context and nature of 
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communication influences TMS development in teams (Liao et al., 2012; Ren & Argote, 
2011).  
The knowledge boundaries lens applied in this paper integrates the information 
processing view with approaches that highlight the communicative and socially constructed 
nature of knowledge, and the extent to which it is situated within or transferrable across 
particular contexts (Carlile, 2002). These approaches are (1) the interpretive view that 
emphasizes the importance of achieving shared meaning between actors (Boland & Tenkasi, 
1995; Dougherty, 1992), and (2) the practice-based view that acknowledges how differences 
in practices (and interests related to these practices) impede knowledge sharing (Brown & 
Duguid, 1991; Cook & Brown, 1999). Thus, adopting the knowledge boundaries perspective, 
we argue that differences in specialized knowledge in a team can be explained by 
(combinations of) syntactic, semantic or pragmatic boundaries. Such boundaries impede 
communication between team members, and since communication is a crucial determinant of 
TMS development (Hollingshead, 1998; Hollingshead & Brandon, 2003; Lewis, 2004; 
Palazzolo, 2005), different knowledge boundaries may have different impacts on the 
development of a TMS in cross-functional teams. Therefore, we address the following 
research question: How do syntactic, semantic and pragmatic knowledge boundaries 
influence the development of a TMS in cross-functional teams?  
This paper offers two contributions to the literature. First, our study extends current 
TMS theory by studying the impact of various origins of knowledge differentiation between 
team members (i.e., the different types of knowledge boundaries) on communication between 
team members, and through that, on TMS development. Second, this research extends 
Knowledge Boundaries theory, as we also hypothesize and empirically test inter-
dependencies between the knowledge boundaries (which are suggested but not tested 
empirically in the Knowledge Boundaries theory by Carlile).  
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The paper is organized as follows. The next section explains TMS theory and 
discusses the role of differentiated knowledge in this theory. Then, we introduce Knowledge 
Boundaries theory and discuss how knowledge of team members can be differentiated, 
distinguishing between syntactic, semantic and pragmatic knowledge boundaries. We develop 
a set of hypotheses linking these three knowledge boundaries with TMS development, and 
inter-dependencies between the boundaries. Then, we present the methodology and results of 
a survey study of cross-functional teams from a large Dutch Healthcare Research Institute. 
We then discuss our results and conclude the paper with theoretical and practical implications 
followed by limitations and suggestions for future research.   
 
Literature Review 
Transactive Memory System Theory 
A Transactive Memory System (TMS) is defined as a collective memory system, 
consisting of the combination of individual memory systems and communications between 
individuals that enable the shared division of cognitive labor used to encode, store and 
retrieve knowledge from different but complementary domains of expertise while being 
engaged in collective tasks (Hollingshead, 2001; Wegner, 1986; Wegner et al., 1985). Group 
members divide cognitive labor by creating specializations: different individuals specialize in 
different knowledge domains. They use their individual meta-knowledge about what other 
group members know to access knowledge of their expert colleagues from other specialist 
areas to complement their own knowledge when needed. 
TMS research originated in the field of psychology, and was first formulated by 
Wegner and colleagues (Wegner, 1986; Wegner, 1995; Wegner et al., 1991; Wegner et al., 
1985) with a focus on close relationships among married couples. It was further extended to 
dyads and couples beyond those engaged in close relationships by Hollingshead and 
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colleagues (Hollingshead, 1998, 2000, 2001; Hollingshead & Brandon, 2003; Hollingshead & 
Fraidin, 2003), and widely used to study knowledge processes in small groups in a workplace 
(e.g.,  Gino, Argote, Miron-Spektor, & Todorova, 2010; Lewis, 2004; Lewis, Belliveau, 
Herdon, & Keller, 2007; Liang et al., 1995; Moreland, 1999; Moreland & Argote, 2003; 
Moreland, Argote, & Krishnan, 1996; Moreland & Myaskovsky, 2000; Palazzolo, 2005; 
Yuan, Fulk, Monge, & Contractor, 2010). Several recent studies extended TMS theory to 
complex and ad-hoc settings such as organizations (e.g., Anand, Manz, & Glick, 1998; 
Jackson & Klobas, 2008; Nevo, Benbasat, & Wand, 2012) and dispersed or virtual teams that 
include members from multiple organizations (e.g., Jarvenpaa & Majchrzak, 2008; 
Majchrzak, Jarvenpaa, & Hollingshead, 2007; Majchrzak & Malhotra, 2004; Oshri, van 
Fenema, & Kotlarsky, 2008; Yoo & Kanawattanachai, 2001). Scholars studying TMS in such 
settings extended TMS theory beyond small, well defined interacting groups to show that 
TMS exists at individual, group and organizational levels, and thus in less clearly delineated 
settings (Jarvenpaa & Majchrzak, 2008; Moreland & Argote, 2003).  
In TMS theory, the distinction between differentiated and integrated knowledge is a 
central issue, as the functioning of a TMS is based on a balance between common (integrated) 
and specialized (differentiated) knowledge (Gupta & Hollingshead, 2010; Wegner, 1986). 
Differentiated group knowledge, which is created when group members develop 
specializations by dividing knowledge responsibilities (Lewis & Herndon, 2011) enables 
division of cognitive labor by reducing individual team members’ cognitive load. In TMS 
theory this knowledge is regarded as a collection of “domains of expertise” (Lewis, 2003 p. 
588) or the “team knowledge stock” (Ren & Argote, 2011 p. 196). Complementary to this 
specialized knowledge is “common knowledge” or “knowledge of who knows what”, since 
“teams do need to share some overlapping knowledge in order to coordinate their actions and 
perform well” (Lewis, 2003, p. 602). In TMS research the distinction between teams that 
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have more (or less) overlapping knowledge was introduced by referring to differentiated or 
integrated TMS structures. In a differentiated TMS structure, individuals have a different 
knowledge domain, but know about areas of expertise of other team members. Integrated 
transactive memory, on the other hand, occurs when individuals have overlapping knowledge, 
and team members are aware of this overlap (Gupta & Hollingshead, 2010; Wegner, 1986).  
Both differentiated and common knowledge are part of Lewis’ (2003) 
conceptualization of TMS, which distinguishes between specialization, coordination, and 
credibility - manifestations of a TMS. Specialization refers to the degree of differentiation of 
knowledge possessed by team members; coordination refers to the team’s efficiency in 
knowledge processing while working together; and credibility refers to beliefs team members 
have about the reliability of other members’ knowledge (Ellis, 2006; Lewis, 2003; Liang et 
al., 1995). These three variables are conceptualized as manifestations or indicators of the 
extent to which a TMS has developed in a group, and have been widely used to measure TMS 
development in empirical research (e.g., Jarvenpaa & Majchrzak, 2008; Lewis, 2004; Liang 
et al., 1995; Moreland, 1999). Since the aim of our study is to investigate how knowledge 
boundaries affect TMS development, this is an appropriate conceptualization for our goals.  
Jarvenpaa and Majchrzak (2008) who used these same three manifestations of TMS, 
in their study, explicitly conceptualized a TMS in terms of individuals’ mental models of 
their ego-centered networks. Our conceptualization of TMS in cross-functional teams is in 
line with Jarvenpaa and Majchrzak’s approach, as we focus on the individual team members’ 
perceptions. Members of cross-functional teams typically represent their function (domain) in 
a number of teams, often being partly involved in more than one team. Therefore (as in the 
organization where the data for our study was collected), it is often difficult to define a clear 
team context. Consequently, and in line with past TMS research that was conducted in teams 
where a clear team context was difficult to establish (such as the ad-hoc collaborations 
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between security professionals in Jarvenpaa and Majchrzak’s study) we conceptualize TMS 
development at an individual level, as one’s mental model of who knows what in the network 
and where to allocate or retrieve knowledge at the individual level. Such a conceptualization 
of TMS as an individual perception was also found in recent TMS studies focusing on 
individual group members’ perceptions without accounting for team level variance (Child & 
Shumate, 2007; Su, 2012). 
 
As for factors affecting the development of a TMS in terms of specialization, credibility and 
coordination, Ren and Argote (2011) identified three categories of variables: attributes of 
team members (such as demographics, competences and personality traits), characteristics of 
a team and the task that team is working on (e.g., team familiarity, task and reward 
interdependency, whether team members were trained together or separately, 
communication), and organizational characteristics (such as geographical dispersion and 
stress levels). In this paper, we focus on communication as a determinant of TMS 
development. 
The role of communication in attaining a balance between differentiated and 
integrated knowledge is especially crucial in TMS development in cross-functional (or multi-
disciplinary) teams, which are commonly used within and across organizations for novel and 
innovative projects and initiatives. The few TMS studies that focused on such teams 
highlighted difficulties in TMS development in teams that involved experts from different 
professional disciplines (Faraj & Xiao, 2006), in particular if they belong to different 
organizations and have never worked together in the past (e.g., Majchrzak et al., 2007). These 
studies challenged an implicit TMS assumption, embedded in the information processing 
view, that members are motivated to share knowledge (Lewis & Herndon, 2011). For 
example, Jarvenpaa and Majchrzak (2008) argued that when individual experts in a group 
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have different interests and motives, they might not share the useful knowledge they posses, 
and may not be motivated to use information they receive. Furthermore, TMS research 
conducted in cross-functional teams (Faraj & Xiao, 2006; Jarvenpaa & Keating, 2011; 
Jarvenpaa & Majchrzak, 2008; Majchrzak et al., 2007) shows that members of such teams 
have difficulties in communicating with their counterparts, either regarding encoding and 
storing new knowledge (e.g., if they do not have an accurate awareness of the expertise of 
other team members) or when attempting to retrieve or access specialized knowledge from 
other team members (e.g., if team members find it difficult to understand each other or have 
incongruent goals). Furthermore, it was argued that social aspects, such as cultural 
differences (e.g., Jarvenpaa & Keating, 2011) and professional identification (e.g., Liao et al., 
2012) influence communication between team members.  
Communication is identified as a crucial determinant of TMS development in a wide 
range of studies (Hollingshead, 1998; Hollingshead & Brandon, 2003; Kanawattanachai & 
Yoo, 2007; Lewis, 2004; Liao et al., 2012; Palazzolo, 2005). Communication is essential in 
order to learn about what others know, for encoding new knowledge into the group TMS, and 
for retrieving knowledge from the group’s TMS (Hollingshead & Brandon, 2003). Thus, 
communication processes play a key role in both the development and use of a group TMS 
(Hollingshead & Brandon, 2003; Lewis, 2004). Liao et al. (2012) argue that it is not only the 
quantity of communication that matters here (i.e., the frequency of interaction), but also the 
quality of communication (the usefulness and the affective quality of interactions) that 
influences TMS development.  
Our central assumption is that, in multidisciplinary teams, syntactic, semantic and 
pragmatic knowledge boundaries that emerge between experts from different knowledge 
domains form impediments to communication between team members. Consequently, these 
boundaries will negatively influence TMS development in these teams. In the next section, 
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Carlile’s (2002, 2004) conceptualization of knowledge boundaries will be discussed, and 
related to TMS development in cross-functional teams. 
 
Knowledge Boundaries and TMS Development 
TMS research tends to follow the information processing view and regard knowledge as an 
object that can be accessed if group members have meta-knowledge about who knows what 
(Lewis, 2003 p. 588). This view disregards the differences in specialized knowledge of group 
members, and the origins of such differences. The literature on the interpretive and practice-
based views of knowledge, however, does provide insight into where knowledge 
differentiation comes from. According to this literature, knowledge is not simply an aggregate 
of information which can be de-coupled from its context, but is inherently tacit and embedded 
in social and practical contexts (Bourdieu, 1990; Levina & Vaast, 2005; Orlikowski, 2002). 
Thus, learning and knowledge processes take place where practices are shared in a rich and 
meaningful way (Brown & Duguid, 1998, 2001; Cook & Brown, 1999). However, where 
shared practices are absent, boundaries emerge that impede learning and knowledge processes 
(Levina & Vaast, 2008).  
Where different practices meet, “knowledge boundaries” emerge, which are differences 
in knowledge that is localized, embedded and invested in different practices. Consequently, 
such knowledge boundaries are particularly evident in cross-functional teams. On the one 
hand, teams that bring together members from different knowledge domains and professional 
backgrounds have a broader range of potential knowledge at their disposal. On the other 
hand, the diversity in expertise and knowledge backgrounds can also create boundaries that 
impede knowledge sharing between specialized domains (Mitchell, Parker, & Giles, 2011). 
Carlile (2002 p. 442) explicitly relates these boundaries to the balance between knowledge 
differentiation and integration:  
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“It is at these ‘knowledge boundaries’ that we find the deep problems that specialized 
knowledge poses to organizations. The irony is that these knowledge boundaries are not 
only a critical challenge, but also a perpetual necessity because much of what 
organizations produce has a foundation in the specialization of different kinds of 
knowledge.” 
Carlile distinguishes three “progressively complex boundaries” (Carlile, 2004 p. 555), which 
are rooted in Shannon and Weaver’s (1949) fundamental theory of communication: syntactic 
(differences in lexicon), semantic (differences in interpretations) and pragmatic (differences 
in interests) boundaries. These boundaries are communication boundaries: they are found at 
the level of interpersonal interaction – they are not group properties. Whether a boundary 
exists or not, is very much determined by how individual team members perceive their 
communication with fellow members. In line with the above, our focus is on individual 
perceptions of these boundaries. As explained above, our focus is also on individual 
perceptions of TMS development. Our hypotheses, consequently, concern hypothesized 
relationships between individual team members’ perceptions of knowledge boundaries they 
encounter in interacting with others in various team contexts on the one hand, and their 
mental model of team TMS on the other.  
Syntactic knowledge boundaries concern differences in terminologies, codes, 
protocols, routines or other means of expression. Basically, a syntactic boundary emerges as a 
consequence of differences in vocabulary and ways of articulating the meaning of issues 
(Carlile, 2002). This boundary is rooted in the information processing view and associated 
with the mathematical theory of communication (Shannon & Weaver, 1949). It implies that 
once a shared syntax is established, information can be processed. Thus, consequences of this 
boundary can be reduced if a common lexicon is developed and information artifacts, such as 
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standards, repositories and specifications, are made available for the parties involved 
(Kellogg, Orlikowski, & Yates, 2006).  
Syntactic boundaries between team members are likely to negatively influence TMS 
development since they cause difficulties in recognizing each other’s expertise. In other 
words, communication about who knows what is hampered by a lack of a shared syntax, so 
that expertise recognition will be less accurate and there will be lack of consensus across 
team members regarding who knows what. Consequently, team members may not know 
whom to contact to retrieve relevant knowledge, or to which other team members to allocate 
incoming information. Therefore, we hypothesize:   
H1.  A higher syntactic knowledge boundary will negatively influence the development of a 
TMS in a cross-functional team.   
 
Semantic knowledge boundaries are related to the problem of different interpretations 
across different practices – differences in sense making, in meanings attached to certain 
phenomena. Based on their own practices, team members tend to make assumptions that are 
rooted in their own experiential and situated knowledge. Such assumptions, often made 
unconsciously based on the core values and beliefs of their “thought world”, are not obvious 
to all team members, and can even contradict others’ assumptions, creating difficulties in 
communication across these thought worlds (Carlile, 2002; Dougherty, 1992). This 
complicates the creation of a “shared mental model” (Canon-Bowers, Salas, & Converse, 
1993), where team members have common knowledge structures that help them to describe, 
explain, and predict events in their environment (Mathieu, Heffner, Goodwin, Salas, & 
Cannon-Bowers, 2000). As Edmondson and Nembhard (2009 p. 128-9) put it: “Team 
members have been socialized to abide by their professions’ principles, views, and habits, 
which become taken-for-granted mental models, making transcendence of their own views 
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and understanding of others’ views a significant challenge”. “Translating” knowledge across 
a semantic boundary requires individuals to understand novel conditions and learn about the 
sources of these different assumptions (Carlile, 2002; Kellogg et al., 2006; Levina & Vaast, 
2005; Oborn & Dawson, 2010).   
 A semantic boundary is also likely to negatively influence TMS development. Where 
team members’ interpretations diverge, this creates challenges for communication and 
collaboration between team members (Carlile, 2002; Majchrzak et al., 2012). This poses 
problems for TMS development, because even when team members use common 
terminology, they may interpret the meaning of the knowledge they retrieve from other actors 
differently (or knowledge contributions of others to the collective outcome). Thus, 
misunderstandings are likely to surface, which will also negatively influence the extent to 
which expertise is retrieved and allocated within a cross-functional team. Therefore, we 
hypothesize: 
H2.  A higher semantic knowledge boundary will negatively influence the development of a 
TMS in a cross-functional team. 
 
Pragmatic knowledge boundaries are related to differences in interests, existing 
practices, goals and other aspects that have become common sense in particular knowledge 
domains. Reducing these differences requires the transformation of existing localized 
knowledge into new knowledge (Carlile, 2004). As Carlile (2002 p. 445) formulates it, the 
challenge at the pragmatic level “is not just that communication is hard, but that to resolve the 
negative consequences by the individuals from each function they have to be willing to alter 
their own knowledge, but also be capable of influencing or transforming the knowledge used 
by the other function”. For knowledge transformation to take place, common interests need to 
be developed in a shared practice which would provide a common ground for sharing and 
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adjusting the knowledge at a boundary (Bechky, 2003; Carlile, 2004).	  As Swan et al (2007) 
state, a shared locus of practice creates a common ground for communication and knowledge 
sharing, allowing for the re-contextualization of local understandings in joint activity. 
 Since the key characteristic of a cross-functional team is the diversity of specialized 
expertise brought together to collaborate towards a joint outcome, the pragmatic boundary is 
likely to constitute a prominent barrier to TMS development in these teams. Individuals from 
different domains bring diverse interests to the teamwork; they are guided by different goals, 
constraints and performance indicators of their professional area. As team members face 
divergent interests, they face difficulties creating a common ground. Thus, creating a shared 
locus of practice is problematic, which means that members’ motivation to communicate to 
better understand other team members’ knowledge and find acceptable solutions is likely to 
decrease (Barrett & Oborn, 2010; Brown & Duguid, 2001; Jarvenpaa & Majchrzak, 2008). 
Furthermore, in multidisciplinary teams communications between members from different 
professional domains will be affected by salience of their professional identification 
associated with (i) threat to lose their professional identity, (ii) “we versus them” attitudes 
and (iii) perception of status (un)equality among professional subgroups (Liao et al., 2012). 
Hence, both the quantity and quality of communication will be negatively affected, which 
will have negative consequences for TMS development. Therefore, we hypothesize:  
H3.  A higher pragmatic knowledge boundary will negatively influence the development of a 
TMS in a cross-functional team. 
 
Interrelatedness of Knowledge Boundaries 
The nature of the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic boundaries as described by Carlile (2002, 
2004) suggests that these boundaries are interrelated. Following the practice-based 
perspective on knowledge and Carlile’s own “pragmatic view”, the pragmatic boundary is the 
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fundamental boundary causing differences in knowledge. Since knowledge and knowing 
cannot be separated from an individual’s engagement in their practice (Cook & Brown, 
1999), individuals are immersed in thought worlds of their practice (Bechky, 2003), which 
strongly determines their interpretations and understandings of relevant issues, through joint 
sense-making (Wenger, 1998) within their practice. Achieving common understanding 
between individuals from different practices through joint sense-making across practices 
requires the motivation of participants and their willingness to listen, explain, and be open to 
alternative interpretations, a process referred to as perspective taking (Boland & Tenkasi, 
1995). However, this is less likely to happen if these individuals face a pragmatic knowledge 
boundary (i.e., the need to question the relevance of their own knowledge and change their 
goals), in addition to discussing and altering interpretations. Therefore, we argue that where a 
pragmatic boundary exists, a semantic boundary is likely to emerge as well (as summarized in 
Hypothesis 4a below). 
 Likewise, engagement in joint sense-making across practices, when individuals need to 
find a way to accommodate different interests, procedures and values they bring to the table, 
is likely to generate syntactic difficulties for communication. Such difficulties are rooted in 
thought worlds associated with different practices that include context- and practice-related 
terminology and jargon. Therefore individuals from different domains often use different 
words and concepts to talk about the same object (Bechky, 2003), or attach different 
meanings to the same words, or use specialized terms that are known only to specialists from 
their knowledge domain, thus frustrating perspective taking between disciplines (Boland & 
Tenkasi, 1995). This leads us to expect that the existence of a pragmatic boundary will also 
give rise to a syntactic boundary (as summarized in Hypothesis 4b below). 
   Finally, a syntactic boundary is likely to give rise to a semantic boundary as well, as 
summarized in Hypothesis 4c below. As Bechky (2003) argues, differences in the use of 
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words and concepts (i.e., a syntactic knowledge boundary) are likely to lead to differences in 
the understanding of the problems faced within different practices. Also, as Carlile (2004) 
notes, where a common lexicon is not present, it will be impossible to create common 
meaning – in other words, where agreement on words and concepts is not present, a shared 
mental model is not likely to arise. Together, this leads us to hypothesize the following 
interrelatedness between the three types of knowledge boundaries: 
H4. The knowledge boundaries will be interrelated, such that the pragmatic boundary will 
increase the (H4a) semantic and (H4b) syntactic boundaries; and (H4c) the syntactic 
boundary will increase the semantic boundary.  
Our theoretical model depicted in Figure 1 illustrates the hypothesized relationship between 
knowledge boundaries and TMS in cross-functional teams.  
 
INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE 
 
 
Research Design and Methods 
To test the theoretical model and answer the research question we conducted a survey study 
in a large Dutch Healthcare Research Institute (from here on referred to as HRI). The survey 
was preceded by interviews with six individuals from different functions within the 
organization in order to gain a thorough understanding of the functioning of and the cognitive 
processes within cross-functional teams, knowledge sharing and possible difficulties 
inhibiting knowledge sharing (see information about interviewees in Appendix A). 
Information obtained from these interviews was used to tailor the survey instrument. The 
focus of the survey was on knowledge sharing, collaboration and knowledge boundaries 
within cross-functional project teams.  
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HRI is structured by functions (departments), and employees typically share their time 
between work associated with their specific function, and (one or more) projects that involve 
individuals from several functions. Typically HRI employees belong to project teams that 
cross the boundaries between functional departments, as their work revolves around multi-
disciplinary topics with a high level of complexity that requires expertise from different 
fields. As the tasks of the organization increasingly demanded an integrated approach to 
solving problems, management saw this as a potential difficulty and thus wanted to obtain 
insights into how sharing and integration of knowledge between different functional 
departments could be stimulated. A request to complete an online questionnaire was sent out 
to 533 employees. Ultimately, 174 respondents (33%) completed the survey. Individuals from 
16 different functional departments (i.e., specialized research centers or laboratories) 
participated in the survey. Nine of these 16 departments focus on research concerning various 
environmental and safety issues, and the other seven departments are involved in research 
concerning various healthcare issues.  
An example of a multi-disciplinary project that involves individuals from various 
departments is one that focuses on the health impact of modern-day airports, which involves 
several experts that are specialized in different areas working together on issues related to 
environmental safety, toxicology and air quality. All organizational members work in cross-
functional project teams, varying in size between two to 30 project members, and in project 
duration between half a day and up to four years. Through the interviews we were able to get 
an idea of the knowledge boundaries that members of cross-functional teams at HRI had 
experienced. Table 1 below includes the most representative quotes from the interviews 
illustrating (1) all three types of knowledge boundaries, (2) the importance of a TMS and (3) 
interrelatedness between knowledge boundaries. 
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INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE 
 
Measures.  In the survey, all items were measured using a 1-5 point (strongly disagree 
– strongly agree) Likert-type scale. Respondents were asked to give their opinion on these 
items based on the most important project they were currently working on, or had recently 
been working on – i.e., the project on which they spent most of their time. The opening 
sentence in the questionnaire asked respondent to focus on the current, or most recently 
completed, cross-functional project (s)he was involved in. Since project teams often had a 
strongly fluctuating composition and involved many external parties (from universities, 
companies, other research institutes), it was not possible to clearly define beforehand the 
team context for the statements about TMS and knowledge boundaries. In other words, the 
responses concerned individual respondents’ perceptions of the collaboration in their most 
recent project team, and these could not be aggregated to the project team level (since the 
“project team” as such was very difficult to define taking into account that some employees 
were involved in more than one cross-functional team, and some members of project teams 
were not included in the survey since they were external parties). Therefore, as stated earlier, 
we followed an approach adopted from recent studies in settings where a clear team context 
was absent, and measured individual perceptions of knowledge boundaries and TMS. This 
approach is consistent with recent research that studied team level phenomena on the 
individual level in settings where a clear team context was absent, such as Jarvenpaa and 
Majchrzak’s (2008) study concerning TMS development in ad-hoc collaborations between 
security professionals, or De Vries, Van den Hooff and De Ridder’s (2006) study in which 
team communication styles were measured in a similar way. 
Lewis’ (2003) scale based on specialization, credibility and coordination was used to 
measure TMS in the cross-functional teams within HRI. This scale was used to measure the 
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individual respondents’ perceptions of the level of specialization (e.g. “Each team member 
has specialized knowledge of some aspect of our project”), credibility (e.g. “I am confident 
relying on the information that other team members brought to the discussion”) and 
coordination (e.g. “Our team works together in a well-coordinated fashion”). This approach is 
in line with Jarvenpaa and Majchrzak (2008) who adopted Lewis’ (2003) scale to measure 
individual perceptions of specialization, credibility and coordination, and combined these into 
a measure for TMS development.	  The scales for the three knowledge boundaries were newly 
designed and validated, in line with procedures adopted in past research that used new scales 
(e.g., Jarvenpaa & Majchrzak, 2008). As we did not find any quantitative measures for 
knowledge boundaries in the existing literature, we constructed survey questions for each of 
the three knowledge boundaries derived from the conceptual description of knowledge 
boundaries based on Carlile (2002) and other relevant sources (discussed in the “Knowledge 
boundaries and TMS development” section). These items were pilot tested in a survey study 
(N=150) we conducted in cross-functional teams in a large municipal organization 
(Kotlarsky, Van den Hooff, & Huysman, 2009). Based on this pilot study, some items of 
these scales were slightly adapted or reworded for the current study. Three experts with 
considerable experience in knowledge management research reviewed these adapted items for 
clarity and appropriateness to the construct. A complete overview of the items used to 
measure each construct can be found in Table 2. 	  
SmartPLS 2.0 software was used to analyze both the psychometric properties of these 
measures (measurement model) and the structural relations between them (structural model), 
following recommended two-stage analytical procedures (Hair, Black, Babin, Anderson, & 
Tatham, 2006). Because all our variables were collected concurrently (using the same survey 
among the same sample of respondents), common method variance is a potential threat to the 
internal validity of our results. Based on Podsakoff and Organ (1986), we assessed common 
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method variance by using Harman’s one factor test to check for a single factor explaining a 
majority of the variance. We conducted a principal component analysis containing all 
manifest items. Six factors explained 65% of the total variance, with the first factor 
explaining 34%, so no single factor explained a majority of the variance in our constructs. 
Based on these results, we can conclude that common method variance is not an issue that 
threatens the validity of our results.  
Measurement model. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was used to assess the 
validity and reliability of the measures. TMS is considered to be a second order construct, 
consisting of the first order constructs specialization, credibility and coordination. As Lewis 
and Herndon (2011) state, these concepts are distinct manifest variables, but “the three 
manifest variables cannot be meaningfully analyzed or interpreted in separation. Considered 
separately, the specialization, credibility and coordination variable do not imply that a TMS 
exists” (p.4). Therefore, a first CFA was performed to test the psychometric qualities of the 
scales measuring the three concepts. In this model, the three concepts are latent variables, 
measured by their respective indicators (i.e, survey items). The results of this first analysis are 
shown in Table 2. Due to insufficient factor loadings, four of the original 15 items of this 
scale (as developed by Lewis, 2003) were discarded (two for specialization, one for 
credibility, and one for coordination), leaving 11 items for further analysis.  
 
INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE 
 
Table 2 shows the latent variables, the indicators measuring these scales, the factor loadings 
of these items, as well as the CR and AVE values. To assess convergent validity of the 
measurements used, the average variance extracted (AVE) for each of the theoretical 
constructs was examined (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). The AVE values of all theoretical 
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constructs exceeded the generally recognized 0.50, indicating that the majority of the variance 
in the original items is accounted for by the construct. In addition, within every latent 
variable, every indicator was checked to have statistically significant factor loadings 
exceeding 0.50 (Hair et al., 2006). In other words, convergent validity was met. Furthermore, 
the CR values were all above 0.70 which indicates sufficient reliability. 
Discriminant validity was confirmed by comparing the within-construct factor 
loadings with across-construct loadings. Since all within-construct item loadings were high 
(all exceeding 0.50, and except for two even exceeding 0.70), and clearly higher than the 
cross-loadings, discriminant validity could be assumed. Moreover, the square roots of the 
AVE values of each of the theoretical constructs were compared with the correlations among 
the theoretical constructs. For discriminant validity, a construct should share more variance 
with its measures than with other constructs in the model (Chin, 1998), a criterion which was 
met by these scales: all AVE square roots exceeded the values of the correlations among the 
constructs in the corresponding rows and columns, as shown in Table 3. As such, 
discriminant validity was confirmed (Fornell & Larcker, 1981). 
 
INSERT TABLE 3 ABOUT HERE 
 
Then, in line with the two-step approach that is common in analyses involving higher order 
constructs (Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000), the latent variable scores (i.e., the mean scores for 
specialization, credibility and coordination) were included in a subsequent CFA in which 
TMS is included as a latent variable, consisting of the three indicators specialization, 
credibility and coordination, together with the three knowledge boundaries as latent variables 
measured by their respective indicators (i.e., survey items). Initially, each of the three 
knowledge boundary scales consisted of four items. In the process of analysis, however, one 
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item for the syntactic boundary and one item for the pragmatic boundary were found to lack 
in face validity, and consequently these items were discarded. The results of this analysis are 
shown in Table 4.  
INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE 
 
Again, the results shown in Table 4 confirm the convergent validity of the measurements, 
with AVE values exceeding 0.50 for all constructs, factor loadings all higher than 0.50 and 
CR values above 0.70. Also, all within-construct loadings were clearly higher than the cross-
loadings, and the AVE square roots exceeded the correlations between the constructs, as 
shown in Table 5.  
INSERT TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE 
 
Together, the results presented in Tables 2 through 5 confirm the reliability and validity of 
our measures, allowing the use of these measures for hypotheses testing.  
 
Results: Hypotheses Testing 
We tested our research hypotheses by examining (a) the size and significance of structural 
paths in the PLS analysis output and (b) the proportion of variance explained in each of the 
three dependent variables. Path significance was assessed using bootstrapping techniques, a 
nonparametric approach for estimating the precision of paths. We controlled for tenure, which 
has also been found to influence TMS development (Moreland, 1999) but which had no 
significant influence here. The results of the testing of the structural model are shown in 
Figure 2 below. 
 
INSERT FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE 
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First, the model proves to have sufficient explanatory power, as it explains 41% of the 
variance in TMS development, 18% of the variance in the syntactic boundary, and 43% of the 
variance in the semantic boundary. Furthermore, the model provides support for most of our 
hypotheses. In line with Hypotheses 1 and 3, we find that both a pragmatic and a syntactic 
knowledge boundary negatively affect TMS development. Furthermore, in line with 
Hypotheses 4a, 4b and 4c, the results show that the boundaries influence each other as 
expected: a pragmatic knowledge boundary leads to higher semantic and syntactic 
boundaries, and a syntactic boundary increases a semantic boundary as well. The only 
hypothesis that has to be rejected on the basis of our results is Hypothesis 2, as the influence 
of the semantic boundary on TMS development failed to reach significance. 
 
Discussion 
Our study investigated the influence of knowledge boundaries on the development of a 
Transactive Memory System in cross-functional teams. In line with our expectations, we 
found that syntactic and pragmatic knowledge boundaries negatively affect TMS 
development. Furthermore, our results show interdependencies between knowledge 
boundaries, in particular that a pragmatic knowledge boundary leads to higher semantic and 
syntactic boundaries, and a syntactic boundary increases a semantic boundary. Contrary to 
our expectations, no influence of a semantic boundary on TMS development in cross-
functional teams was found. We discuss the implications of these findings below. 
The main theoretical contribution of our study lies in extending TMS theory beyond 
the information processing view, which tends to create an “objectivist” view of knowledge 
(Hislop, 2009), conceptualizing team members’ domain expertise as an object that can be 
retrieved when needed. Building on the few studies of TMS in cross-functional or 
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multidisciplinary teams that identified the need for extending TMS to explain knowledge 
coordination in such teams (e.g., Faraj & Xiao, 2006; Jarvenpaa & Majchrzak, 2008; Liao et 
al., 2012; Majchrzak et al., 2007), we argued that TMS theory should acknowledge that 
knowledge (in particular specialized knowledge) is localized, situated and embedded in 
practice. These knowledge properties are especially evident in cross-functional teams that are 
characterized by a high degree of knowledge differentiation. Through the lens of the 
Knowledge Boundaries theory (integrating the information processing view with the 
interpretive and practice-based views of knowledge) we argued that difficulties in 
communication between members of cross-functional teams can have different origins: 
syntactic, semantic or pragmatic boundaries. Acknowledging these different origins of 
impediments to communication and TMS development may help teams to design 
communication patterns that aim to resolve the specific boundary team members are facing. 
For example, aiming to establish common vocabulary between team members that face 
conflicting goals is not going to help, as tension associated with incongruent goals will 
remain. Instead, members should engage in dialogic practices and knowledge dissemination 
protocols (Jarvenpaa & Majchrzak, 2008) and develop prototypes (Carlile, 2004) that would 
help to achieve agreement which, in turn, will reduce the pragmatic knowledge boundary.  
Moreover, our findings extend understanding of one of the main TMS components, 
the “team knowledge stock”, the knowledge that team members possess in their combined 
individual memories (Ren & Argote, 2011; Wegner et al., 1985). Based on our findings we 
“unpack” this TMS component and argue that a “team knowledge stock” is not a stable 
collection of shared knowledge objects which can be retrieved when necessary, but a 
dynamic, constantly changing system of practice-specific knowledge that can be both 
differentiated and integrated. Retrieving knowledge from this system is often far from easy, 
especially in cross-functional teams, as boundaries emerge between the various practices (or 
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knowledge domains) that are brought together in these teams to work on a common task. This 
richer and more complex view of a team’s collective knowledge is an important contribution, 
and it would be valuable for future TMS research to incorporate such a conceptualization of 
“team knowledge stock” in studies of the development and functioning of TMS in cross-
functional teams. 
The social, dynamic and interactive nature of knowledge that can be derived from the 
interpretive and practice-based views also further emphasizes the importance of 
communication as a determinant of TMS development. Rich and meaningful interactions are 
required for shared practices (and thus, shared knowledge) to emerge (Hislop, 2009). Thus, 
our findings provide support for Liao et al’s (2012) idea that communication quality is at least 
as important for TMS development as communication quantity. Communication quality 
concerns the usefulness (for practice) and affective aspects of interactions (Liao et al., 2012), 
and the syntactic, semantic and pragmatic boundary will each have their own specific 
influence on this quality, as outlined above.  
 Furthermore, we contribute to the literature on knowledge boundaries by exploring the 
interrelatedness of these boundaries. This interrelatedness has not been explicitly addressed in 
previous research, and identifying the pragmatic boundary as the fundamental boundary 
causing differences in knowledge is in line with the practice-based perspective on knowledge 
(Cook & Brown, 1999; Hislop, 2009; Orlikowski, 2002). Together with the richer 
conceptualization of a team’s collective knowledge, this can be helpful in shifting the lens of 
TMS research to a more interpretive and practice-based one. Bridging knowledge boundaries 
within cross-functional teams does not start with members from different domains 
understanding each other’s language or meaning systems, but with reconciling differences in 
practices and interests. Defining a collective endeavor, a common goal and interest, and using 
boundary objects which are jointly used and transformed (Barrett & Oborn, 2010; Carlile, 
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2002; Gasson, 2006; Kellogg et al., 2006; Levina & Vaast, 2005) will aid in knowledge 
transformation, which in turn will provide a ground for developing a shared terminology and 
reconciling different meaning systems. 
 Finally, the fact that the semantic boundary was not found to significantly affect TMS 
development can have implications for the conceptualization of TMS in terms of 
specialization, credibility, and coordination. Although Lewis and Herndon (2011) are explicit 
in that “the three manifest variables cannot be meaningfully analyzed or interpreted in 
separation” (p. 4), Ren and Argote (2011, p. 217) actually state that the separate investigation 
of specialization and coordination “will advance our understanding of transactive memory 
systems”. Since our central assumption is that the tension between differentiation (i.e., 
specialization) and integration (coordination) is especially manifest in cross-functional teams, 
we thought it was legitimate to investigate the separate effects of the knowledge boundaries 
on specialization, credibility and coordination 2  in an effort to explain the lack of a 
relationship between the semantic boundary and TMS development. An additional model was 
run in PLS, in which the three boundaries were each related to specialization, coordination 
and credibility. The semantic boundary was found to positively influence specialization 
(0.229, p < .05), whereas it negatively influenced coordination (-0.190, p< .05) and credibility 
(yet not significantly). Consequently, we subscribe to Ren and Argote’s (2011) 
recommendation that future studies indeed not only report on TMS as a construct, but also the 
value of the different dimensions and their intercorrelations. Particularly in cross-functional 
teams, where the tension between differentiated and integrated knowledge is especially 
manifest, integrating specialization and coordination into one measure seems problematic. 
The fact that the semantic boundary is positively related to specialization, yet negatively to 
coordination, means that a lack of shared meaning has dual effects on the development of a 
TMS in cross-functional teams. This emphasizes the fact that there is indeed a clear tension 
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between differentiation and integration in cross-functional teams, a tension which deserves to 
be further explored in future research.  
 
Limitations and Future Research 
Our results are based on one survey conducted in one organization which, by definition, 
limits the generalizability of our findings. However, given that our research aimed to extend 
TMS theory by linking it to Knowledge Boundaries theory, our results are a first step in 
establishing this link which should be investigated in depth in future research. One way 
forward would be to conduct a similar survey in multiple organizations. From a 
generalizability perspective, including more organizations in the survey will provide more 
external validity and reliability to our results. Furthermore, building on our results, the next 
step in understanding the impact of the various origins of knowledge differentiation between 
team members (i.e., the different types of knowledge boundaries) on TMS could be to 
investigate relationships between specific knowledge boundaries and TMS errors, 
distinguishing between accuracy, sharedness and validation types of errors (Hollingshead, 
Brandon, Yoon, & Gupta, 2011).  
Next, it is important to mention that while our research included some interviews to 
help us to better understand the context in which cross-functional teams operate, and get a 
sense of whether and how team members experience syntactic, semantic and pragmatic 
knowledge boundaries, overall our use of interviews was limited. Taking into account that 
knowledge boundaries introduce a practice-based view of knowledge to the TMS theory, we 
believe that, in line with the practice perspective, further investigation of the relationship 
between knowledge boundaries and TMS, and of the tension between differentiation and 
integration in cross-functional teams, calls for richer qualitative data, with more reliance on 
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interviews, observations of team meetings and access to team documents and records of 
communications between team members.  
Finally, it should be acknowledged that the relationship between knowledge 
boundaries and TMS development could be reciprocal. For example, a team with a well-
developed TMS may experience less communication problems associated with knowledge 
boundaries. Here we believe that when a new cross-functional team is formed, team members 
will face knowledge boundaries rooted in their thought worlds and domains of practices. 
These boundaries will create obstacles for communications, thus inhibiting TMS 
development. However, over time as the cross-functional team will overcome (some) 
knowledge boundaries and develop their TMS, they will establish a joint vocabulary, re-
negotiate their goals and develop expectations of “who acts what” (Jarvenpaa & Majchrzak, 
2008) which, in turn, will reduce knowledge boundaries in the team. Since our research 
design does not allow us to rule out a possibility of reciprocal relationship, we would 
recommend to investigate this in future research by conducting longitudinal research, 
measuring both TMS development and knowledge boundaries at multiple points in time to 
analyze how the two influence each other.  
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QUOTES DESCRIBING KNOWLEDGE BOUNDARIES AND TMS IN THE DUTCH 




People who come to us with a question about radiation appear to have 
little in common with people dealing with Q-fever. What do those two 
have in common? Apparently nothing. [...] They speak two different 
languages. People should wonder, “What can I learn from someone 
else?” “How do these parallels relate?” (RW) 
Semantic 
boundary 
A lot of people talk with each other on a different level. [...] There are so 
many subjects, that each has their own dynamics so to speak. [...] I 
always say we have colleagues ranging from psychologists to medical 
specialists and everything in between them, like sociologists, 
epidemiologists, “process people” (people who are working on 
processes) and people who are working on content. Knowledge about 
processes is a completely different language than knowledge on content. 
So how do you connect these two? There are a lot of different axes on 
which things can go wrong in communication, not from unwillingness, 
but because they don’t understand each other. And from thinking they 
understand each other, while I can clearly see that they don’t. (LS) 
Pragmatic 
boundary 
Making people make the connections themselves always helps. The 
natural habitats of the “nerd” (that is not meant to sound negative, it is 
just an abbreviation for people who are very knowledgeable and 
experienced in one specific small area of expertise on which they know a 
lot), implies a tendency to stick to their own specific subject and go into 
depth on that one specific subject.  While every now and then it is very 
good to do something more into the breadth of a subject, or get 
something from outside into their own field. This tendency is not 
naturally present with the “nerd”. There are often dividing walls in a 
knowledge organization that should not be there all the time. These 
dividing walls are surrounding people. When you walk through this 
building and you walk through the middle, there are all these little goats 
standing there in their own sheds, divided by walls. I always think “those 
are our nerds”. It is very understandable that all of our goats are within 
their own little sheds, but every now and then, they do need to look 
around the corner.  (LS) 
Within the different centres, there are definitely differing insights. When 
I first came here, I was wondering what they were all up to. It takes a 
while before you know. I do think we can be a little bit more open to 




of TMS  
It has its pros and cons that you need to go to other people in order to 
fulfil your job. I think the situations in which we know all the answers 
ourselves are unthinkable. That is just not possible, our field is simply 
too big for that. We always need to work with other people. (ES) 
Me, I am always very lazy. So what I do when I have a problem that 
needs to be dealt with, I lay down in my chair and wonder “who do I 
need to have a coffee with”. I don’t need to think about that as often as 







The following quote illustrates interconnectedness of knowledge 
boundaries that starts from different goals and through developing shared 
understanding helps individuals to arrive at common terminology:   
Within our organization we work with so many different knowledge 
areas and differing backgrounds of people, that we sometimes 
don’t understand each other. Then you need to take more time to 
explain things to others, from their own frame of reference. For 
example, we have a centre that works on healthy living, and the 
people there are aimed at supporting professionals in the field. We 
also have people who work on future public health concerns; those 
are people who make a report about the health of Dutch citizens. 
That is much more academic. In those two worlds they both use the 
term “effectiveness”, but it means different things. I discovered 
that at a certain moment. And then, people have to talk to each 
other, understand that they are talking about two different things 
and then discuss that. That can be quite difficult because they have 
to step aside from their thoughts and the way they look at things. 
That is also a sort of negotiation process, I would say. Eventually 
it is about dialectically coming towards a certain knowledge 
synthesis in which you speak the same language. But that does 
mean that in reports from both parties, things need to be explained 
a little more thoroughly. And that takes time. Also to show 
externally that within this one organization, we deal with one 











Latent variable (indicators) 
Std. factor 
loading CR AVE 
Specialization    0.800 0.575 
Each team member has specialized knowledge of some aspect of 
our project 
0.736     
The specialized knowledge of several different team members is 
needed to complete the project 
0.641     
I know which team members have expertise in specific areas 0.880     
Credibility    0.897 0.686 
I am comfortable accepting procedural suggestions from other team 
members 
0.748 
    
I trust that other members’ knowledge about the project is credible 0.897     
I am confident relying on the information that other team members 
brought to the discussion 
0.870 
    
I have much faith in other members’ expertise  0.790     
Coordination    0.918 0.736 
Our team works together in a well-coordinated fashion 0.892     
Our team has very few misunderstandings about what needs to be 
done 
0.872 
    
We work together in a well coordinated and efficient way 0.814     
There is little confusion about how we need to accomplish the task 0.852     
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TABLE 3 
CORRELATIONS AND SQUARE ROOTS OF AVE VALUES FOR SPECIALIZATION, 





 (1) (2) (3) 
Specialization 0.75   
Credibility 0.44 0.83  
Coordination 0.20 0.50 0.86 
Values on diagonal are square roots of AVEs 
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TABLE 4 
CONFIRMATORY FACTOR ANALYSIS FOR TMS AND KNOWLEDGE BOUNDARIES 
 
  
Latent variable (indicators) 
Std. factor 
loading CR AVE 
TMS    0.783 0.555 
Specialization 0.525     
Credibility 0.837     
Coordination 0.832     
Syntactic boundary (strongly disagree - strongly agree)   0.890 0.731 
When I communicate with my team members, I often find it 
difficult to get relevant information from them because of the 
different terminology we use 
0.901 
    
When I communicate with my team members, I often have 
problems understanding what is relevant and what is not 
0.904 
    
When I read documents created by my team members, I often 
find it difficult to understand them because they use a different 
jargon 
0.750 
    
Semantic boundary    0.890 0.670 
My team members and I have a different understanding of our 
project goals 
0.858 
    
My team members and I have different interpretations of the 
meaning of things 
0.879 
    
Sometimes I initially think I understand my team members, but 
afterwards this turns out not to be correct 
0.794 
    
I have a different perception of a solution to a problem than my 
team members 
0.737 
    
Pragmatic boundary    0.890 0.729 
It is hard to come to a joint solution with my project team 0.870     
If somebody presents a possible solution that requires some team 
members to change their views, these people find it difficult 0.847     
When we don’t come to an agreement, my team members are 
generally not willing to change their position  0.843     
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TABLE 5 




   (1) (2) (3) (4) 
TMS 0.75    
Syntactic boundary -0.46 0.86   
Semantic boundary -0.43 0.62 0.82  
Pragmatic boundary -0.58 0.42 0.46 0.85 
Values on diagonal are square roots of AVEs 
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Name (abbreviation)+ Sex Role+  
HT Female Deputy Head of Center A 
LS Male Consultant (across several centers) 
ES Male Team leader of research Center B 
BH Female Deputy head of Center C 
RW Male Director of healthcare research  
JM Male Head of corporate affairs of HRI 
 
Note: + Name and Role are anonymous for confidentiality reasons 
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1 Here we adopt the definition of cross-functional teams from Majchrzak et al. (2012) who 
use the term “cross-functional” to refer to “the different perspectives that team members 
bring with them. It represents the individual’s specialized knowledge from his or her past or 
current intrapersonal experience or tenure diversity. This specialized knowledge represents 
the degree of variety and separation, and not discrepancy, in the team (Harrison & Klein, 
2007). It does not refer to their demographic diversity (e.g., gender, race)” (p. 16). 
2 We would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for this very valuable suggestion.	  	  
